Box top chevy

Order Form Notice: Limited production slots are available due to Mercedes production delays. If
you own a van and would like to have it converted or a penthouse top installed please contact
us. The Penthouse Pop Top is available separately. Pop the top for a more roomy interior,
refreshing cross ventilation, and enjoying the view. A ladder is o. When the main bed section is
attached to the ceiling, bedding can be left on top. When the bed is attached to the ceiling, this
space provides a convenient shelf. LED lights provide plenty of soft light. For privacy, opaque
curtains roll up and down. Front 3 window screens unzip and roll down. Great for photo
shooting or just for a more open feeling. Various roof racks are optional. The Penthouse easily
raises up and down. If you include the electric top, simply unlock the latches and push the
switch. Since we introduced our third generation model in , we have very rarely replaced a part
because of wear. The top itself is made of reinforced fiberglass. Metal parts are all heavy duty
construction. Counter-balancing tension and compression springs are over-engineered. This
means they will never fatigue and lose their strength. However, if you have an electric top o and
you do not unlock the latches before you raise it, you will bend the elevating u-tubes. The 12V
motors are powerful. If you do bend them, the u-tubes can be replaced by Sportsmobile. Its
convertible car-top vinyl-impregnated fabric exterior is easy to clean. The fabric interior is
mildew and condensation resistant. Tempshield bubble foil, with a down R-Value of We built our
leakers decades ago. The top will not leak. Should a leak ever develop, it would be very easy to
fix. The front roof van rib over the cab and the rear rib are not removed. The sides and rear of
the roof cut-out are framed with 14 gauge steel, bolted to the van roof. This heavy steel frame
reinforces the roof, supports the optional bed, and is the base for the elevating assembly.
Actually, we feel the roof is stronger after the Penthouse has been installed. We feel this
patented system is the model of simplicity, a straight forward means of making the top go up
and down. An electric top is optional. No need to lower the top unless it really gets strong.
Some companies make much taller tops when raised which will make them more subject to
wind rock. Note: Some pop tops, especially if they go up much higher, can weigh considerably
more. A force of 11, pounds was applied. I had no idea when I took delivery this summer that
this problem would follow me everywhere I go. I have to give them the whole story about
Sportsmobile and how great you are to work with, how you can design your own van, how
happy we are with itâ€¦ yadda, yadda, yaddaâ€¦ and so on. Please send some more postcards to
hand out so I can get back to my fishing hole sooner. Enjoy the view and soft breezes wherever
you are! Order Form. Notice: Limited production slots are available due to Mercedes production
delays. When upâ€¦ Makes your interior more spacious with a high ceiling. Sleep two upstairs
with the optional bed. Five large screen windows provide lots of cooling cross-ventilation, and
great visibility. Enjoy the scenery during the day and the stars at night. For privacy the front
window flap zips closed. Penthouse raises full-level, not at a slant that reduces the interior
space and restricts the sleeping position at one end. Crosswind handling effect? Fuel economy
reduction? Very minimal. Note: Maximum top load including a top rack is pounds. Installation
by appointment: One day, two days if power. Low roof vans only. We designed our first
expandable top in Several different models evolved after that until we developed our current
top. Like to read in bed? Miscellaneous Info Construction. Sidewall material is tough and
weather resistant. Is the van roof cut-out reinforced? Wind blowing? Roof Weight â€”
Mercedes-Benz allows a maximum added roof weight to the Sprinter of pounds. The Penthouse
Pop Top â€” installed adds about pounds, a difference of about pounds. Important â€”
Sportsmobile is the only company approved by Mercedes-Benz to partially remove the Sprinter
roof and install a pop top on a Sprinter RB low roof. Not on a high roof van. Photo taken at start
of test. Footer Company Who is Sportsmobile? Why a Sportsmobile? Texas Social. The super
Chevys of the world would be a lot less interesting without all the great engines that power
them. Before , few in the hot-rod community gave Chevys more than a passing nod, thanks to
their reliable, but unremarkable, Stovebolt Six engines. Once speed-crazed enthusiasts
discovered the wonders of this compact powerhouse, it soon replaced the flathead Ford as the
darling of the performance world. Three years later, a new, larger engine would be introduced,
the , to be followed by the Then came the , and Here, in chronological order, Super Chevy
Platinum presents its picks for the Top 15 Chevy engines of all time. Brand new for model year ,
it powered over one-half of all new Chevys sold. Trucks and select cars had iron blocks with
thicker cylinder walls. This allowed for 0. The very first assembled at the Flint Engine Plant on
July 9, , was put aside for perpetual display in a sealed enclosure. In all, well over 1. It was a
passenger car option from model year through Hot-rodders then bored its cylinder walls 0.
These s, s, and s ruled the streets in every town in America when linked to a Borg-Warner T
four-speed and high numerical rear gears. In all, millions sold. From through , Chevys grew
bigger and heavier, so factory engineers bored and stroked the to cubes. But the best bang for
the buck was the hp version sporting a cfm Holley carb on an aluminum high-rise intake

manifold. Both of these engines were internally identical Many of these engines were purchased
by enthusiasts from GM parts departments, over-the-counter. Some were then equipped with a
new cfm, dual-inlet Holley carb for even more power. Thousands of previously powered Chevy
IIs and Malibus became ultimate performance monsters on the street and strip with the factory
hp The was originally designed to be a heavy-duty truck engine capable of pulling tons of
weight. But with more compression, a high-lift camshaft, tri-power induction, manual
transmission and gearing, it became a certified high-performance torque monster capable of
making over horsepower to about 5, rpmâ€” through factory stock exhaust. Despite heavy
pistons due to cylinder head and combustion chamber design, this engine was highly
competitive in everything except NASCAR long-track competition. Imagine eight two- pound
piston assemblies revving 6, rpm for many hours. Short tracksâ€”no problem. We could easily
name 30 more national, regional, and local racers in who seldom lost. During the race, minor
things such as water pump failure forced all entries to the pits. But the cat was out of the bag.
Over another year of engineering saw its external dimensions increase about 1 inchâ€”to where
none of the Mystery Motor internals were interchangeable. Either engine could be ordered in
any fullsize model. Production: L35 55, L78 1, Designated RPO L72, it was offered in Corvettes
and , , and fullsize passenger cars. Then, due to owner insurance cost flap and theoretical
potential loss of sales , its rating was quickly reduced to Since new, this engine has proven to
be a winner on all fronts and is the basis for all other solid-lifter big-blocks offered through
Total L72 passenger car sales were 1, Big car L72 sales in and were and , respectively.
Performance fans chose Chevelles, Novas, and Camaros instead. Why tell the world your It was
only available from the factory in the Corvette, or over the parts counter. This engine put out so
much power and heat that it was very difficult to keep cool on the street. With an aluminum
producing over hp, Chevrolet Engineering execs originally thought the bottom-line cost would
be very racer-affordable. But when the corporate bean-counters became involved, no cost
breaks were given. The ZL1 engine internally was much like the iron-block L But the ZL1 had
open-chamber heads for better high-rpm power production, plus floating wrist pins and a few
other minor updates. Original Camaro production: All 69 ZL1 I. Depending on who you believe,
there were definitely two, and perhaps three, ZL1 Corvettes built and sold to the public.
Thousands more short- and long-blocks were sold for many years afterwards. Try four-bolt
main bearing caps, Most LS6s also had the extra-cost cowl-induction hood option for cooler
incoming air. Some of the non-cowl-induction-hood LS6 cars had a factory or aftermarket
aluminum high-rise intake manifold. Wise owners thought it was more of a power-producer than
the cowl hood, and they were right. With this high-rise intake manifold, a set of tubular headers
and a super-tune, LS6s produced over hp and ran in the high 11s at over mphâ€”with slicks and
4. Not bad for a 4,plus-pound street car. It topped out at over mph and ran 13s in the
quarter-mile, but then rumors started flowing about a Corvette supercar known to insiders as
the King of the Hill. The rumors turned out to be true. In development with newly-acquired
Lotus, Chevy developed the ZR-1, a mph supercar that could blow away the Ferraris of the day.
It was powered by the all-new and all-alloy LT5 V-8, which made horsepower thanks to its
dual-overhead cam, valve, cid engine. Quarter-mile times were in the King of the Hill, indeed!
The all-aluminum block had a deep-skirt design, and not only did it feature four-bolt main caps,
but also two cross-bolts for additional durability. The benefit here is vastly improved port
geometry and race-like cylinder head flow. The LS1 heads flow cfm from the factory. The cam
bores were larger and located higher in the block. While it was replaced a few years later by the
even better Gen IV LS2 small-block, the LS1 started a performance revolution in , one which is
still growing in It had a new intake and exhaust manifolds, a higher-lift cam, and high-flowing
cylinder heads to produce horsepower. In the lightweight ZO6, this was enough to propel them
to second quarter-mile times in factory trim, far eclipsing the performance of the ZR-1 in every
way except top speed which was approximately mph. A year later, the LS6 got a host of
upgrades, including a freer flowing exhaust, a higher-lift cam, lighter hollow intake and
liquid-filled exhaust valves to bring the power total to though reports are this was intentionally
underrated by the factory. A forged-steel crank, titanium rods, hypereutectic pistons, and
doweled steel main caps make up the bulk of the bottom end. The cam has nearly 0. The degree
heads are CNC-ported at the factory and use 2. The engine revs freely to 7,rpm, and in the
lightweight package it comes in present Corvette ZO6 can run mid-to-low second quarter-mile
times off the showroom floor, with a top speed of mph. For the ultimate small-block performer,
Chevy added a Roots-style supercharger to a 6. The block is cast from T7 aluminum for added
strength and features larger bulkheads than the standard LS7 block. Inside are titanium rods, a
steel crank, and forged 9. Up top, a 2. It makes enough grunt to propel the ZR1 to mph. Can we
turn a pile of parts into a whole car in one week? We continue to install the brakes, but the main
event is prepping our ATK small-block Chevy and Jegs 4L60 transmission for install. After

stripping off all of the old parts we start bolting on performance goodies from Baer, QA1, Currie,
and Unisteer. Super Chevy. How To. Project Cars. Doug Marion Apr 3, Share. View Full Image.
Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. But every
once in a while, something comes along that stops us in our tracks and makes us take notice.
You've seen it all over the Internet. It starts with a simple picture, and then before you know it,
thousands of people are asking, "where do I get one? It looks like the front end of a Chevrolet
pickup was chopped off behind the hood and pushed up against the wall. Something Just
Clicked. While watching an automotive television show one morning, Martin was enjoying the
beauty shots he saw of the Phantom Fleetside â€” a custom Chevrolet pickup, built by Kindig It
Design. One view was a low shot of the frontend, and Martin got a wild idea. She told him he
probably could, and since it seemed so simple, she suggested it had already been done. Images
courtesy of DGower Photography. Martin began to search the Internet, and after exhausting all
resources, the next day, he contacted his long-time friend, Bob, to get his thoughts about
building a tool box using the frontend of a truck. As the gears started churning, the two put the
plan into motion. The first tool box was build with parts gathered locally, but with Summit
Racing close by, new parts are available to build the ultimate gearhead tool box. With repop
parts available, the two figured they could easily get what they needed. Considering the
trial-and-error phase that inevitably comes with a project like this, the two began searching local
yards for discarded parts and sheetmetal. It almost seems too simple - once you see it, that is.
But we're assured that it's definitely a lot of work to bring it all together. The first tool box took
about three months to build, working mostly on weekends. After a third tool box was built, the
two decided that size could become a factor. While some of it can be taken apart for
transporting or moving around, they decided that a inch doorway would be the target size. With
some minor disassembly it will fit. However, before you assume that this is simply a front clip
reassembled to look like a tool box, there were a few modifications that went into the overall
unit. Champion Cooling Systems supplied the simulated upper radiator tank to give it a more
authentic look. This tank was made specifically to fit the ManCravez Tool Box. That is
unfinished, with a coat of primer. The top-of-the-line model can be painted to your desired
finish, with custom wheels, functioning lights, under hood lighting, a Bluetooth speaker system
with an additional USB charging port, and a custom cover for the tool box. What's not to like
about this tool box? Pick your color, style of finish, even the wheels you want. Want to go
bigger? Give them a call. They even offer a remote fob that will pop the hood and control the
lights. This is a fully functioning box with several drawers, as well as a deep draw on the bottom
for power tools. Adam Edgington from Fastforward Automotive lays down the color for
ManCravez, and the two are plenty satisfied with the level of quality. Bob tells us that they can
typically build one of these tool boxes in about six to eight weeks, depending on the current
backlog. T
2003 bmw 525i transmission
2017dodge challenger
2005 chrysler town and country headlight switch
op: With shallow drawers for wrenches and a deep drawer for power tools, the home mechanic
will have plenty of room. Bottom: The latch can be operated remotely, as can the lighting. The
drawer glides are high quality parts, too. Another vehicle they put some thought into was a
Chevelle, as well as the bed of a pickup. But we are working on a few different possibilities.
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